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Abstract

Despite the success of cryptocurrency in recent years, we have identified the unequal
distribution of wealth among token owners, the excessive expenditure of energy in the
existing proof of work concept, and a limited connection to real world economic activities
are the three major shortcomings in existing token based economy. Prior to addressing
these problems, we attempted to summarize the economic history of money as well as
formulated 3 theorems regarding wealth. The 1st theorem states the permanence of
currency as a form of exchange, the 2nd theorem reconciles neoclassical definition of the
exchange value of a product with that of the definition of production based value with
further interpretation based on concepts of energy, time, and computational power, and
asserts that labor value of mass produced products approximately equals to its exchange
value. The 3rd theorem states that the wealth of a nation correlates positively with
increased energy, improved technology, and increased institutional efficiency.

Thereafter, we defined the concept of proof of physical work labor, which is derived
based on our 2nd theorem of wealth. Along with a proof of public records for small busi-
nesses, we have argued that token minting is possible with small businesses as a reward
for physical work labor in retrospect from micro-economic perspective and as a bottom
up money issuance approach from macroeconomic perspective. Based on such idea, the
number of players within the primary market for token minting expand significantly be-
yond professional miners, reducing the Gini coefficient among token owners. Secondly, by
using proof of physical work labor and proof of stake, the computation requirement for
minting is significantly reduced and saved tremendous amount of energy. Finally, token
issuance is now tied to significant portion of the real world economy and we have argued
that such issuance in parallel to the existing monetary system will not undermine rather
stimulate the existing economy.

Furthermore, we have formulated rigorous but flexible policy in identity verification,
and monetary supply that is partially based on the community decision and consensus.
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We determined to maintain a low level of inflation in coin issuance and relative price
stability through both algorithm and validators judgments.

Finally, we have named our token as Honeybee to draw a parallel between one of na-
ture’s most socially structured, consensus-based decision making, and hardworking species
honey bee and humanity, and to express our sincere wish that our system can benefit ev-
ery small business involved, especially after this pandemic crisis which devastated many
small businesses around the world. We would like to borrow some of honeybee’s magical
power for transforming nature’s ingredients into valuable honey and bring good luck into
the real world.
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1 Problems and Challenges Today

The success of cryptocurrencies have demonstrated the feasibility of a decentralized peer-to-peer
online currency that maintains a value without any backing, intrinsic value or central issuer. [12]
However, three fundamental problems remains unsolved. Despite the original founder’s visions
claiming cryptocurrency as a financial liberating force, the wealth distribution of bitcoin and
many others exhibits highly disparate distributions of wealth among the owners, in fact, the
largest holders, also known as whales, sometimes constitutes significant stake of a particular
issued token. As a result, the Gini coefficient of many cryptocurrency owners far exceeds many
of the worst performing countries in the world in terms of income disparity. [3] In addition,
the original concept of proof of work through computing difficult problems in order to avoid
fraudulent virtual representation of multiple agents in the voting process [12] has prove to be
counter productive by creating immense externality cost on the general economic system. That
is, since bitcoin protocol dictated a steady, almost fixed supply through time regardless the
number of available miners, the difficulty of the computing problem is significantly raised with
increasingly capable miners and pools of miners. As a result, exorbitant amount of electricity
is used to create an additional unit of Bitcoin given the number of highly specialized servers
competing for claiming to be the winner of the next publicly endorsed block. The value return
over energy invested (VROEI), or conceptually equivalent energy return over energy invested
(EROEI) becomes less than 1 for the entire economy. Nevertheless, the miners can avoid these
costs altogether through institutional loopholes and circumvention. Ultimately, the society
bears the cost of electricity consumption in the form of environmental pollution and supply
scarcity and rising prices. Many newer generation of coins is already addressing this problem
using various types of techniques such as proof of stakes and proof of history[19, 17], but its
final impact remains speculative. Moreover and most importantly, despite the success of NFT
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and other related financial innovation surrounding cryptocurrency, one yet to see significant
impact of cryptocurrency on the real physical world, it is encouraging to note that some have
attempted bind the token economy with real physical assets such as wireless routers of Helium
network [2], and the implementation of block chain in physical space, RFID chip registrations,
faster per second transactions and price stabilization seem to pave way for cryptocurrency
ultimate acceptance by the society in general. In our proposed cryptocurrency, we will attempt
to at least address each of the identified problem to an extent and establish the ground for
future refinements and innovation.

2 The Mathematical model behind Tokenomics

Before a detailed discussion of Honeybee, it is important to outline and delineate the mechanism
behind economic activities in general since the dawn of history. Then, we will attempt to give
rigorous definition of wealth. Once the concepts such as energy, labor, institution, product,
time, technology, and resources become clearly defined and axiomized, it is easier to conclude
the logical soundness of our proposed solution for identified problems.

2.1 The Economic History of Money

The root cause of the emergence of money stems from the difference in resource endowment,
accessible energy availability, usable computing power (this is in a more abstract sense than
smart machine computation, it is defined as the computable power of decision making by any
intelligent agent in mental or physical work labor), knowledge attainment between producers
results in differential productivity and quality in commodity outputs. Such differences ulti-
mately leads to different producers’ preferences for the production of different products instead
of producing all products themselves. In a primitive hunter gatherer tribes, division of labor
ensues according to gender, age, and personal knowledge. For example, women are responsible
for fruit and berries collections in the open fields for carbon-hydrate intake, men are responsi-
ble for hunting wild animals for protein enhancement. Older adults were responsible for caring
the young. All products are delivered almost simultaneously on daily or no more than weekly
basis, as a result, all members within a society receives all necessary products through direct
exchanges based on reciprocity within a gift based economy.
As civilization progresses, networking and contacts between neighboring tribes become increas-
ingly prevalent and frequent. As a result, a further division of labor becomes possible. Not only
each member of a tribe can specialize in one type of task and produces one particular product,
but ultimately an entire tribe can specialize in a few tasks and exchange other products in
return from neighboring tribes. However, such exchange can be complicated since the desired
product was manufactured from nth degree neighboring tribes and requires n number of trans-
actions. Although both parties n degrees of separations apart desired to settle the transaction,
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the intermediate neighbors may be reluctant to facilitate such exchange since it may meant
little value to them. Therefore, in order expand exchanges beyond one’s immediate circle, a
medium that serves to bridge regional limitations and differences is required. Moreover, in
more complicated society, not all products can be delivered and exchanged simultaneously due
to product reliance on processing times and seasonality. As a result, it is possible that even
neighboring tribes can not exchange products directly if their products production time frame
does not coincide with each other, rendering transactions impossible. Therefore, in order to
expand exchanges beyond the current time, a medium that serves to bridge time limitations
and differences is required. As a result, the more abstract concept of money is conceived and
helps to extends physical transactions in both space and time (and different units of measure).
At the very beginning, no central authority issues such money since the transaction was medi-
ated simply between tribes which are loosely connected but independent of each other. When
no central authority is able to endorse the legitimacy of money, there must be an intrinsic
value in the medium of exchange itself in which every party agrees upon so that no external
enforcement is needed for the endorsement in value. As a result, almost all first generation
money are precious metal based. Precious metals are used as a medium of exchange of based
on 3 overwhelming advantages over other materials. Firstly, it is much more durable than other
commodities. That is, it will not decay or degenerate as time progresses and relatively resistant
to wear and tear. Secondly, precious metals such as gold and silver are intrinsically rare. Any
rare items are inherently more valuable than ubiquitous items that can be found on a daily
basis. It takes lot of time and strenuous physical effort to search, locate, and excavate such
products. Finally, the cast and the production of metal based money such as coins requires
sophisticated technology. The melting of metal ores requires fire temperatures exceeding 1000
degrees Celsius. Maintaining constant supply of high temperature requires high level of en-
ergy input, which in turn takes a lot of time and physical effort to harness. Therefore, the final
money produced become widely recognized independent of any central authority since everyone
agrees on its durability, rarity, amount of work in its production.
At the next stage of civilization development, loosely connected tribes coalesced into city states
and then into empires. At the empire stage such as the Roman Empire in Europe and Han
Dynasty in Asia, the central authority adopt the inherited tradition of using precious metals as
a medium of exchange from earlier period. However, due to central authority’s power to coerce
and enforce violence, the value of coin issuance is no longer coupled with its intrinsic value
due to its durability, rarity, work involved in production. In fact, coins are increasingly made
smaller, less precious, that is, it is mixed with other non precious metals such as copper, bronze,
iron, and lead. As a result, the proclaimed face value of coins no longer matches its intrinsic
value. However, the system of transaction remains sound despite such practices, at least within
the boundaries of the empire itself, since the emperor and central government ultimately is
responsible for the interpretation and confirmation of its value, and their subjects look up to
such expectations. When parts of the economy fails, it is ultimately the government’s liability
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and responsibility to restore the economy and faith among its citizens to avoid uprising and the
collapse of their state. Therefore, despite empire’s formidable force at immediate enforcement of
any rule on their subjects, they are ultimately liable for the repercussions of their benevolent or
malicious actions. Furthermore, by reducing the real cost of money issuance, more resources and
energy can be directed into more important sectors of the economy such as crop land conversion
and military expansion. After all, it is an intricate balance between lowering the cost of coin
production below its face value and increasing the investment on the real physical sectors of
the economy. As long as energy saved from producing coins below its face value is indeed used
wisely in other sectors in the economy, the citizens then have faith in the government and
network of exchange is maintained. Nevertheless, when the face value of a currency < intrinsic
value, people will hoard the currency and causing its removal from the general circulation.
This can happen when limited supply of commemoration coins are introduced to the general
populace with a high cost of production. When the face value of a currency = intrinsic value,
then it is under the scenario of loosely connected tribes and city states period and circulation
is maintained with little external intervention. When the face value of a currency > intrinsic
value, as we have shown during more recent times and under empire regimes, people are willing
to accept and trade only when a central authority steps in.
Despite ups and downs of economic upheavals throughout the centuries, with the accumula-
tion of wealth and money over time, many realized that not all money is used in circulation
at any given time. In fact, significant amount of gold simply being locked up in private chest
or small gold vaults. On the other hand, others who urgently in need for business expansion
lacks capital for their initiatives. Then, the market of fractional reserve banking is conceived,
which connects those who in need of capital and those who are willing to lend. In order to
make such transaction even more secure, the gold remains inside the vaults, bank notes which
promises for gold exchange upon request is issued instead. Hence, real gold asset transactions
and subsequent risks are minimized. However, such practice would be prohibitively expen-
sive before the introduction of printing and paper making. With those new technology, much
more efficient, cost effective, and precise accounting practices such as double counting becomes
possible to track each transactions. Unfortunately, The issuance of paper money almost com-
pletely decoupled the intrinsic value of money with its face value and no longer correlate with
the industrial capability of the time. That is, the writing and issuance of a paper-based bank
note requires a piece of paper that is neither durable, rare, nor time-consuming and energy-
intensive to produce. In fact, prior to industrial revolution, governments which attempts to
use paper issuance excessively ended up with disastrous results of hyperinflation. During the
late Ming dynasty, as silver circulation dried due to the decline of the Spanish empire and
the ongoing thirty years war in Germany, the emperor mandated the issuance of both paper
money and copper coins to restore the fiscal deficit. However, such moves ended disastrously
with hyperinflation, exacerbated by famines and natural disasters, ended with uprisings and
the overthrown of the dynasty. During much of the pre-industrial Europe, money speculators
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are also stigmatized and even harshly punishable by death by the state, since many agreed
on the danger of excessive issuance of paper and other non precious metal currencies. In fact,
most countries adopted the gold or the silver standard so that any extra paper money issued
must be correspondingly backed by a real physical gold and silver in reserve. The reasoning
behind the maintenance gold and silver standard is simple, that is, the excavation of gold
and silver requires significant energy and time expenditures that is positively correlated to
the industrial output of the state. The industrial capability of a nation also largely correlates
with the production of any commodity within the state. Hence, the growth of paper money
supply in correlation with precious metal reserves reflects the real technological and physical
growth of the economy.
After the onset of the Industrial Revolution, and especially since the 20th century, however,
states around the world are removing the gold, silver, or any commodity based standard. By
then, many modern economists believed that commodity based standards are no longer nec-
essary and can even be counterproductive, but they tend to disagree with the reason for the
removal. We strongly believe it is the consequence of the usage and excavation of high energy
density sources such as coal, oil, and natural gas made feasible by technological achievements
such as steam engine and internal combustion engines. They argued that the rapid develop-
ment of modern economy due to mechanization requires more flexible, more efficient control
and approaches to monetary policy. New approaches in money creation without reference to
the gold standard includes but not limited to government deficit spending first proposed by
Keynes in the 1930s, supply side economics policies such as tax reduction during the 1970s, the
replacement of Bretton Woods with free floating fiat currencies in 1973, and market operation
based quantitative easing following the 2008 subprime mortgage crisis and Covid19 pandemic.
Of course, there is no need to mention the control of money supply through interest rates set
by central banks and credit expansion through financial derivatives by investment banks.
Prior to the Great Depression, central banks and governments worldwide adheres to the classical
and neoclassical interpretation of economics outlined by Smith, Jevons, Marshall, and Pigou,
whose worldview is also echoed by politicians, Churchill, for example, believed that very little
additional employment and no permanent additional employment can, in fact, be created by
State borrowing and State expenditure. Keynes, however, believes that market itself may not
always find its own equilibrium in supply and demand, in particular for the labor market. As
a result, he advocated government deficit spending in particular useful infrastructure projects
that raises the total employment level and the total expenditure. In such case, additional
money are created by the central banks issuance of fiat notes backed by government promised
bonds for infrastructure projects. That is, new money creation are backed by future deliverable
physical projects such as roads and bridges. In retrospect, from thermo-economics point of
view, with proven discovered vast reserves of ancient solar energy locked up in fossil fuels,
Keynes idea of government deficit spending is justified since money creation is indeed backed
up cheaply, abundant energy readily to be consumed and converted into commodities which
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were not possible historically. As Hubbert puts it, we had all the resources at the time, but we
nevertheless shut the entire country down. Hence, government spending will only create greater
prosperity instead of hyperinflation. Compares to previous times, government induced money
creation increases the money multiplier effect and triggers additional investment in automation
and technology efficiency for energy conversion. By the 1930s in the US, entrepreneurs with
additional credit is able to quickly invest their monetary budget on the production of new
machines which can take merely days to assemble and the enter the market and contribute to
economic expansion. In the pre-industrial period, however, there is no such luxury. Merchants
with additional credit can only rely on animal and human labor which are biological based
and takes decades to be productive after they reaches biological maturity. At the time of
Keynes proposal in the 1930s, despite almost 150 years into the Industrial Revolution, however,
most economists and politicians still held old orthodoxy doctrines of the pre-industrial times,
and believed that no such cheap abundant energy sources are available and can be excavated
exponentially fast over time. They believed that much of human society’s economic activities
are constrained by the amount of annual solar energy influx that can be harnessed in the form
of woods, crops, and irrigation. Fossil fuels, at its best are just complement to such established
paradigm and just an icing on the cake at its worst. Hence, they perceived any extravagant
state intervention can be dubious at the best and disastrous at its worst. It takes a paradigm
shift for people to accept Keynes views.
Nevertheless, Keynes ideas were challenged following the oil shocks of 1970s and the subsequent
stagflation period. At the time, Keynesian economists attempted to address the stagnant
economic problem by increasing governmental intervention to stimulate the economy, however,
only inflation ensued. The supply-siders who held different views believed tax cuts will increase
the total spending power of the citizens. Stagflation eventually subsided but many still disagree
on the measures that helped to bring its demise. The stagflation of 1970s can also be understood
from the energy perspective. With increasingly extraction, cheaply available energy becomes
scarce after decades of expansion, the economy become sluggish, coupled with peak production
of petroleum in the US, no matter the degree of monetary policy on the demand side nor fiscal
policy on the supply side will ultimately solve the problem. In fact, under such scenario, the
old classical economics paradigm almost began to come back, reign, and dominate once again.
Ultimately, modern fiscal and monetary policy is able to continue to assert their legitimacy,
and we strongly believe that it is attributed to 2 significant changes. First, realizing the
domestic energy exhaustion, Nixon signed the dissolution of the Bretton Woods and pegged
the dollar to international oil. That is, given the US economic and military hegemony, US
government used their prestige to the best of its advantage to exchange petroleum overseas
with the international faith in the state’s continued prosperity. That is, the US, and the rest of
world is able to continue to sustain economic growth with cheaply available energy by exploring
hitherto untouched reserves around the world. Secondly, rising energy prices sends signal to the
market which helps the activation on the research and development of more costly methods of
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extraction of more difficult accessible energy resources such as offshore, horizontal drilling, or
oil sands. The iterative improvements of new sets of technology eventually unlocks vast reserves
of new energy resources and brings new rounds of economic growth. From this perspective, one
can see that the prerequisite of modern industrial economic expansion is based on

1. the extraction of cheaply available abundant energy which are used for fuel the economic
activities given the state of technology at the time

2. exponentially growing credit expansion through monetary and fiscal related government
spending, fiscal related tax cuts, monetary related open market operations, derivatives,
and interest rates manipulations.

Therefore, credit expansion alone is a necessary but insufficient condition for economic growth
during the industrial age. However, when cheaply abundant energy sources are available such
as during the 1930s, monetary and fiscal policies for credit expansion and money multiplying
effect does its magic and wonders at shifting the entire economy toward exponentially growing
extraction of available energy sources. Furthermore, we can now justify the issuance of fiat
currency even without corresponding production of precious metal such as gold or silver does not
significantly causes economic disruptions such as high level of price volatility, wild fluctuating
exchange rates, and hyperinflation. In fact, from the government perspective, even without
considering the credit expansion constraints imposed by a gold standard, with less physical
gold production, more available energy can be shifted to real goods production, thus raising
the overall wealth of the entire state. Nevertheless, from an individuals perspective, continued
possession of physical gold can be lucrative since lower proportion of the total economy is
dedicated to gold production as a type of commodity, its relative rarity against other products
will raise its value based on simply supply and demand mechanism. It is no wonder the price
of gold has continued to rise throughout the 20th century.
However, the exponential growth on a limited stockpile of fossil fuels will eventually lead to
a peak in economic production. This peak in production has long been predicted by Dr.
Marion King Hubbert since the 1940s. Many have anticipated its arrival in the early 21st
century but failed since alternative energy extraction methods such as fracking and horizontal
drilling provides accessible to hitherto inaccessible reserves from the past. Nevertheless, since
the total captured solar energy in Paleozoic forests from eons ago (Carboniferous period in
particular) is ultimately limited, the society will ultimately faces the crisis point, at which
point credit expansion not only will cease but also the entire human civilization’s economic
activities will gradually dwindles, in a term coined by Kunstler as the long emergency, or as
a slow motion train wreck. Hubbert, back in 1962, in a committee report to JFK[10], stress
the importance on the research on nuclear energy such as breeder or fusion as the ultimate
substitute for fossil fuel. He also believed that alternative energy such as wind and solar will
alleviate the drop from peak energy production but will ultimately fail to sustain the industrial
civilization as we known it. For many years between 1962 and even up to until recently, many
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claimed that the infeasibility of nuclear fusion in terms of EROEI implies the great filter is
in front of us, and the Fermi Paradox first proposed by Fermi in 1940s implies all industrial
civilizations within the universe may be transitory in nature in compliance with the silent sky
and Copernican Principle[13]. Luckily for the entire humanity, practical nuclear fusion using
the project PACER approach, which uses small yield hydrogen detonation device with minimal
fissioning plutonium in underground concrete cavity[14][1] has guaranteed a cheap, sustainable
energy budget for industrial use into the indefinite future.[10] Therefore, a Hubbert like peak
of resource exhaustion due to falling EROEI for fossil fuel based industrial civilization can be
avoided technically speaking.[10][15][9][8], and credit expansion through established monetary
policies and newer ones such as cryptocurrency projects remain legitimate in the long run
and no fear and worries for systemic failure is needed. This approach was first advocated by
Nobel Laureate Hans Bethe and later refined by Moir in the 1990. However, the idea has
long been abandoned and forgotten. As the universe does not set hard, physical constraints
on civilization’s development, such ideas violently clashes with silence universe and the Fermi
Paradox given the number of habitable planets within the universe. In more recent years,
this author has also independently rediscovered such approach and written extensively on the
Fermi Paradox and the bright future ahead of ourselves for the humanity. A 700+ pages
book have been written on this subject and the author believes it is possible to accommodate
economics, social sciences, and anthropology into the natural science.[20]. Much like Boyle’s
Law, the behavior of each individual gas molecules can hardly be predictable, yet the overall
behavior of gas itself follows simple and elegant equations in the form of generalized multivariate
time-dependent exponential lognormal distribution, which hopefully can describe the ultimate
pattern and behavior of human, or any intelligent species social trajectory within the universe.
Our attempt of exploration of cryptocurrency concepts will bring the theory a step closer to
practice.

2.2 3 Theorems of Wealth

Having completed a deep analysis of the economic history, we can now resort to mathematical
modeling of wealth. Based on our previous analysis, we boldly present 3 theorems regarding
Wealth.

2.2.1 The 1st Theorem of Wealth: Money as a medium of exchange persist indef-
initely

This is a statement that emphasizes the permanence of money. In our context of cryptocur-
rency issuance, it asserts the importance of the role money is playing and will continue to
play in the society and further legitimize money issuance. Money as a medium of exchange
persist regardless of the level of technological sophistication and energy utilization. That is,
no matter the level of progress, no two producers can share exactly the same matter and en-
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ergy composition, at the same space time, and process information and energy identically in
time perpetually. Such differences arises due to producers intrinsic property difference such as
their genetic makeup and/or material composition and processing physical and mental power
strength (At the current times, all producers are assumed to be biologically based humans, but
such scenarios may alter in the future due to the emergence of intelligent machines) or could
be due to extrinsic factors such as relocation/migration, natural disasters, climate differences,
differences in resource endowment of the area. (At the current times, all extrinsic factors are
assumed to be biologically related to earth, but such scenarios may alter in the future due to
the emergence of intelligent machines and the extrinsic factors can go well beyond our home
planet in any corners of the universe)
As a result, differences, not matter how minor, arises, accumulated differences result in qual-
itative difference in quality of producers. Assuming all players are well informed regarding
the market and are rational, differentiated producers develop comparative advantage and then
maximizes their comparative advantage. This move provides the foundation for the necessity
to trade that maximizes returns to all. Hence, trade and exchange exists and persists. Finally,
in order to reduce transaction cost and facilitate exchanges across space, time, and differential
exchanges of quantity, there is a real value in the abstract concept of money, and money must
exist and persists.

2.2.2 The 2nd Theorem of Wealth: Wealth/labor value of mass produced products
positively correlates with energy and computing power and equals to its
exchange value

The second theorem is a reconciliation of neoclassical definition of the exchange value of a
product with that of the definition of production based value such as but not limited to the
labor value proposed by Karl Marx with further interpretation and enhancements based on
more modern concepts of energy, time, and computational power, as well as an attempt at
solving the transformation problem. Based on the neoclassical definition, the price of exchange
value, or alternatively the wealth value of a product is purely determined by the equilibrium
between the supply and demand. That is, any alterations in supply and demand will shift the
quantity produced and the corresponding price of the product. Karl Marx, on the other hand,
disagrees and believes that each item produced has an intrinsic value in itself (as long as the
product serves useful purposes in the society, use value > 0) and it must correlate with the
amount of work labor [11].
In order to reconcile those two camps, we make the following assumptions:

1. All commodities can be categorized into 2 classes. One is the common products that are
functionally equivalent to each other and massively produced, and another is the rarer
luxurious items that are produced in limited quantities.

2. We assume that for any given product at any given time, consumers perceive differential
11



use value for the product and can be ranked from the highest to the lowest. How each
consumer determines his/her use value of a product depends on many personal and non
personal factors. It is impossible to determine precisely, and we treat the final assessment
of use value by each individual through their own black box.

3. Exchanges occur only when exchange value ≤ use value, that is, a consumer only agrees to
purchase a product if he/she perceives a consumer surplus associated with the transaction.

Based on these assumptions, we will derive and assert that the price of exchange value dictated
by the equilibrium point for a common, mass produced product based on supply and demand,
despite temporary shifts or fluctuations, in the long run, does approximately equal to the
amount of work labor as Marx originally proposed. That is,

labor value ≈ exchange value ≤ use value (2.1)

We will also show that for luxurious/limited items, such relationship changes and we have:

labor value . exchange value ≤ use value (2.2)

Labor value, unlike use value, can be reinterpreted precisely in terms of energy and computa-
tional time. Unfortunately, at the time of the publication of Das Kapital, the concept of energy
was strictly used in physics and the concept of computation is not yet defined. We substitute
Marx’s definition of work labor with the concept of energy utilization and computational power.
As a result, the definition can be further refined with the following equation:

Vn (T ) =

n−1∑
i=0

Vi (T )︸ ︷︷ ︸
Fixed / Sunken Cost

+ En︸︷︷︸
Energy

×
tfn − tin

T︸ ︷︷ ︸
Computation time

× In︸︷︷︸
Institutional Friction

(2.3)

whereas for each Vi (T ):

Vi (T ) =

m−1∑
j=0

Vj (T ) + Ei ×
tfi − tii

T
× Ii (2.4)

That is, the wealth/labor value of a product is auto-regressive, and is the sum of the wealth/labor
values of all of its parts and components, or means of production, where the wealth/labor value
of each constituent part is determined by its energy utilized to bring to its realization and
amount of computation time manifested in terms of mental or physical labor expressed as a
ratio of standardized unit time T as

tfi
−tii
T , the computation is expressed in terms of amount

of time it took to complete which varies but categorically represented as tfi − tii .
∑n−1

i=0 Vi (T )

can be labeled as the fixed cost or sunken cost, since those are the input material used to create
the final product.
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In the example above, it is assumed that the current product takes n−1 initial constituent parts,
and at the current step of synthesis and assemblage, it takes tfn−tin amount of time to assemble
the product, whereas T stands for the unit time of measurement, in order to standardize all
possible wealth values of different products which requires different manufacturing time for
comparison purpose, we use 1 hour duration, then the ratio En ×

tfn
−tin
T yields the amount of

energy used during the duration of the product creation. Whereas En stands for the currently
accepted standard amount of energy required for the product creation in the unit time of
measurement T . This number certainly is based on empirical statistical survey on existing
technological development and falls within a range of values. One should accept the most
frequent or mode values from the survey and allows a certain margin of errors. We gracefully
merged computational time requirements with energy requirements and their final product is
expressed in terms of energy usage per unit time only. That is, the final wealth/labor
value of a product should be expressed in Watts. We are also able to be show that for a
two vastly different products/services can share similar wealth/labor value when one is energy
intensive but takes relatively short duration in time to create (launching payload into near earth
orbit), and another is lightweight in energy usage but takes much longer time computational
wise (teaching a course in school).
Note that energy requirements refers to the energy invested to create the product, excluding
any other energy used even if they critically help to create the product in the first place. For
example, crop on a supermarket shelf rely on solar energy for its growth, but such energy are
labeled as free energy so they are excluded from wealth value calculation. En in this case
stands for the the amount of energy required in 1 hour duration to transport the crop from the
field to the supermarket (of course, there are also fixed costs of field maintenance, fertilization,
water usage...etc). If solar energy term is part of the wealth value calculation, the wealth value
of crop will be significantly higher. Certain free energy and free sunken costs one takes for
granted on earth can turns out to be outrageously expensive on other planets. For example,
the manufacturing of oxygen on Mars requires energy for water ice hydrolysis and such process
would be counted as En.
Finally, we mention about the term In, the term In stands for institutional friction. This
refers to the transactional costs created or lowered by governmental regulation. This is not an
absolute term, rather it is relative to a referenced time. For example, the year 2020. If one uses
the year 2020 as a reference, then years prior to 2020 the institutional friction will be In ≥ 1,
and later years In ≤ 1. This is based on the assumption that human society in general follows
a progressive trend and the overall efficiency of governance in legal and communication terms
are constantly improving due to newer generation demands and technological improvements.
Having shown how the intrinsic value of wealth/labor value of a product is calculated, we now
show step by step how we reached our earlier conclusions regarding the relationship between
labor value, exchange value, and use value under different types of commodities. We illustrate
4 scenarios given in the table below:
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massively produced limited quantity

essential water, food, paper, computers valuable lands

non-essential, luxurious N/A diamonds, jewelries, paintings

Table 2.1: Commodities under different scenarios

Massively Produced and Essential Products
We now resort to see why the price, or exchange value dictated by the equilibrium point for a
massively produced and essential product based on supply and demand, in the long run, does
equal to the amount of work labor as Marx originally proposed, we simply follow the proverb
that, it is possible to fool all the people some time, or some people all the time, but you can never
fool all the people all the time. That is, in a competitive market with all participating players
acts as producers and consumers, the intrinsic value of a product will eventually be universally
known and agreed. When such agreement is reached, the producers will not produce the item
above its intrinsic value.
Let us take an example to illustrate our point. Suppose a new hitherto unknown product hits
the market. Since there exists a sole producer of the product and the producer holds the secret
ingredients and formula for the product, the producer can then charge prices much higher than
the intrinsic value of item production and captures all producer surplus all by himself. He can
achieve such practice inadvertently by limited production capacity so that only those consumers
with the highest perceived use value for the product purchase it first. Alternatively, he is able
to provide much higher production but intentionally withheld production limit to maximize
his own profit by selling his product only to those perceive a use value higher than his offered
price.
However, as time goes by, more potential producers enter the lucrative market. They either
reverse engineered the secret formula or recreated similar competitive product which offers
similar functionalities. Assuming each alternatives offer identical functional performance and
the market is completely competitive, producers will produce sufficient number of the product
offering to the remainder of the consumers with lower perceived use value for the product. In
a perfectly matching process, after each additional unit of production matches with each buyer
with continuously lowered perceived use value, eventually buyer’s perceived use value reaches
parity with the production/labor value of the product, the intrinsic production cost.
At the same time, consumers through mass education and learning about the product, will
overtime analyze the intrinsic value of the product they purchased and respond wisely to prices
offered by producers. That is, consumers continue to assess the use value of a product differently
but each one will downgrade the use value relative to prior assessment. However, the time lag
of reaching equilibrium depends on many factors and can differ from product to product. It
is also possible that producers in a competitive market will likely help to bring the exchange
value of a product much faster toward the labor value than consumers, and the fastest move is
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achieved by actions from both sides.
Finally, producers stop production when an additional unit of production matches with a buyer
with a perceived use value lower than its production/labor value. As a result, the price of the
product will remain at its production/labor value, which is the equilibrium given by producers
and consumers consensus.

labor value = exchange value = use value (2.5)

We have shown that in an ultimately competitive market, the public agreed wealth value
of a product is then the production/labor cost and is based on its sunken costs (means of
production), energy utilization, and computational time. Based on this analysis, Marx may
be over concerned toward the exploitation of consumers by capitalists. Such exploitation is
non-lasting since 1) new players are free to enter the market 2) consumers does gain education
and awareness of the product over time. In fact, capitalists and entrepreneurs desperately
try to avoid profit loss and are constantly improving and creating newer products to continue
maintain profits by charging the product above its labor value, benefiting the consumer in the
long run since better product will be available at only its labor value cost given by a time lag.
It is also no coincidence that producers of many massively produced products such as farmers
are heavily subsidized by the government since these items are already exchanged at its labor
value, so that the producer has little incentive to produce at zero profits.

Limited Non-essential, Luxurious Products

For many luxurious items, however, the exchange value exceeds the labor value. They are
produced at limited quantity due to a variety of reasons. First, they usually stem from sectors
that are beyond the reach of automation. Jewelry design and painting require artistic talent that
must be unique in each case and is incompatible with mass production. Secondly, the sunken
cost or material input itself is rare to find (uses lots of energy) and is intrinsically expensive
such as proto-diamond and natural gold. That is, the production inputs forms the bottleneck
of production. In either case, buyers again can be ranked according to their perceived use value
of the item. Since only limited quantity of the product exist, those who value the item the most
are most likely and fastest to respond in exchange, and the exchange value occurs at higher
value than the production/labor value. Although the use value according to the buyer is higher
than the production/labor value, the buyer still believes that he received a consumer surplus
since he justifies his decision based on the many factors beyond its production costs such as
raising his current social prestige, keeping a romantic relationship, and the future prospect of
resell at even higher price..etc.
One can even justify that production/labor value can be re-assessed to match or to be compa-
rable to the final exchange value. For example, according to standard labor value calculation,
an artist’s final product such as oil painting requires very little initial input fixed costs other
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than a canvas, paint brushes, and paint. The energy cost is equally low with average human
consumption requirements. Even if the painting times can range from days to years, when
added together seem to hard to justify its value sold at the market price. We justify the pro-
posed market exchange value by asserting that the computational time required for creating
an artistic masterpiece requires significant ingenuity and is possibly NP hard problem to solve
for artists with average talent. That is, it will take an exponentially longer time to create such
art work if the work assignment is given to an average talent (Just imagine how long does it
take for some average talent to create Mona Lisa or compose Beethoven’s symphony). As a
result, despite the artist only spend months on the work, it will likely take others hundreds if
not thousands of years of trial and error to reach similar level of intricacy. In that sense, as we
mentioned earlier, even if energy outlay per unit of time is minimal, the total amount of time
spent for the product creation will ultimately raise the price of the product. At the same time,
many will marvel at the talent of the artist and at least somewhat agrees with the proposed
wealth value. However, most people have no desire to keep nor the budget to purchase such
masterpiece as they ranked the product low in use value. The dealer will also withheld their
products until they find suitable buyers bidding on price above their revised production/labor
value. Of course, over-valuation and hype certainly does occur, but our theory gives at least
additional justification for their high value. Following the same line of reasoning, other high
value added services such as specialized operation procedures by doctors requires relatively low
fixed costs such as operation tables and tool sets, and minimal energy requirements and merely
at most few hours of operation. Their value remain relatively high due to their above average
talent, experience, and training in their field, and they are able to solve problems within lim-
ited time which will take the average exponentially more time to solve, hence, their values are
justified.

Limited Essential Products
We also find that essential commodity such as land which are limited in quantity are also
frequently have exchange value > labor value. This is possible since land, just like artistic
creation, can not be increased through automation and mass production. It is also like jewelries
or diamonds, it is rare to find especially in heavily sought after business districts. The landowner
can uphold the price and be choosy with myriad of potential buyers. The owner can rank the
potential buyers by their perceived use value of the land and only awards the transaction with
those who valued the land the most and gather his/her producer surplus. At the same time,
the buyer can also achieve his/her own consumer surplus if he/she expects to turn the land
into office buildings to generate higher rents or resell it at higher price.
In conclusion, we find that commodities with limited quantities due to variety of reasons all
have exchange value > labor value simply due to transaction occur to those value the product
with higher use value. Since luxurious items and essential item with limited quantity are
relatively a small portion of the entire state economy, assessment based on massively produced
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commodity only serves as the first order approximation of the entire economy. Finally, the
above established concepts can be applied to wage value. Given a worker produces only one
type of product per hour, then the worker wage must be proportional to the wealth value of
the product creation per hour as:

W (T ) ∝
n−1∑
i=0

Vi (T ) + En × T

T
× In

∝
n−1∑
i=0

Vi (T ) + En × In (2.6)

The minimum and average wage hourly rate T = 1 hr of the country will then be proportional
to the aggregate quantifiable primary production supply per capita as:

Wmin (T ) < Wavg (T ) ∝
1

P

[
k∑

j=0

(
n−1∑
i=0

Vi (T ) + Ej × Ij

)
−∆E +∆I

]
(2.7)

The aggregate quantifiable primary production supply per capita is the absolute lower bound
since we have shown there exists commodities in which the final exchange value exceeds its labor
value. Whereas P is the population size of workers within the primary production sectors, and
there are k number of final products in the economy, and each product on average takes n steps
to assemble, the energy expenditure for each product’s creation is Ej and the institutional
transactional cost for each product is Ij , the final total aggregate products values is less the
amount of export value ∆E and plus the amount of import values ∆I. North, Noble laureate in
economics, once commented on the determination of hourly rate wage for certain types of jobs
in which the final output quantity can not be directly measured such as in the service sector
and other occupations not associated with primary production. Based on our equation, we can
simply assume that the hourly wage can be determined based on the average wage hourly rate
as a first order approximation. The amount of time foregone in which the worker can use in
an occupation associated with the primary production is the opportunity cost, which equals to
the the hourly wage rate of the worker, so that:

Wall (T ) ∝
1

P + x

[
k∑

j=0

(
n−1∑
i=0

Vi (T ) + Ej × Ij

)
+ xWavg (T )−∆E +∆I

]
(2.8)

Whereas x is the number of workers in the service economy with non countable output per
hour, and they in total contributes x different types of services. We simply treat the value of
each of these types of services per hour as the average value per hour of all quantifiable supply
per capita. This equation also justifies the causes in discrepancy of hourly wages between
developed and developing countries for the service sector. It can be purely explained by the
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domestic gross physical output per capita. That is, the opportunity lost for one hour of labor
in a developed country can be used for exchange far more products than a developing one,
though it is possible such discrepancy can also develop purely based on increased imports in a
given time when everything else is held equal.
Of course, based on such model, there must be considerable proportion of primary production
workers within an economy so that P > x. When P → 0

Wavg (T ) ∝ lim
P→0

1

P

[
k∑

j=0

(
n−1∑
i=0

Vi (T ) + Ej × Ij

)
−∆E +∆I

]
= ∞ (2.9)

That is, as automation took to its extremes, and massive layoff of workers occurs, despite
abundant production, those wealth become concentrated in the hands of very few who had
limited spending power but almost unlimited wealth, resulting in a general glut. This become
the condition which Marx feared as the ultimate path of industrialization and advocated drastic
action of proletariat to take down on the bourgeoisie and nationalize and fair distribute the
resources from private automation enterprises. With the previous round of automation took
place and established as the common public infrastructure for all, citizens can further explore
their potentials in new fields of endeavor and usher in the next round of automation and
subsequent nationalization. However, this is a topic beyond this white paper.

2.2.3 The 3rd Theorem of Wealth: Wealth of the Nation correlates positively with
increased energy, improved technology, and increased institutional efficiency

In here, we adopt the thermo-economic school of thought. That is, the total wealth within a
given society directly correlate with the level of obtainable energy and the efficiency at such en-
ergy’s extraction. At the current time, the majority of the energy obtainable derived from fossil
fuels such as coal, oil, and natural gas, secondarily through solar radiation such as agricultural
products, solar voltaic and hydro power. Technology innovation such as off shore drilling and
fracking directly related to energy acquisition and extraction also plays a role at increasing the
energy budget of the entire society, hence the wealth. Recall that the production/labor value
of aggregate quantifiable primary production supply per hour is:

k∑
j=0

(
n−1∑
i=0

Vi (T ) + Ej × Ij

)
(2.10)

and the total energy budget required for such is (assuming Ij = 1):

E =

k∑
j=0

((n− 1)× Ei + Ej) = k [(n− 1)× Ei + Ej ] (2.11)

so for every ∆E joules of energy increase, it can be used to further increase production per
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hour by:

k + ∆k︸︷︷︸
additional products

=

⌊
E

(n− 1)Ei + Ej

⌋
+


additional energy︷︸︸︷

∆E

(n− 1)Ei + Ej︸ ︷︷ ︸
energy per product

 (2.12)

Improved technology can increase total wealth in 2 ways. Let’s recall our previous equation:

Vn (T ) =

n−1∑
i=0

Vi (T ) + En︸︷︷︸
Energy

×
tfn − tin

T︸ ︷︷ ︸
Computation time

×In (2.13)

First of all, the product creation process takes same amount of time as tfn − tin but the En

used per unit measurement of time is reduced by n folds. In that case, the supplied quantity
of the product remained the same, there is 0 producer surplus but increased consumer surplus.

Figure 2.1: previous consumer surplus as mb
2 , and new consumer surplus as[(

h−h1
n

)
+

(
h1−

h1
n

)]
b

2 , only when n = 1, we have
(
h− h1

1

)
+
(
h1 −

h1
1

)
= m+0, since energy

efficiency increase is always associated with n > 1,

[(
h−h1

n

)
+

(
h1−

h1
n

)]
b

2 > mb
2

Secondly, the product creation process can takes less time so that ∆t < tfn − tin . Since the
total energy budget is fixed, En per unit must decrease and more quantity of the product is
produced at a lower production/labor value. In that case, the supplied quantity of the product
is increased, and the increased consumer surplus is larger than the former.
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Figure 2.2: previous consumer surplus as mb
2 , and new consumer surplus as

(
h−h1

n

)
nb

2 , since
n > 1, h− h1

n > m and nb > b

Alternatively, the producer can hold the output constant but increase the quality of the product
by as much as the efficiency increase achieved. As a result, the consumer perceived use value
increase by the same amount increase, and we achieve the greatest gain in terms of consumer
surplus.

Figure 2.3: Use value increase is reflected with a change in demand curve, previous consumer
surplus as mb

2 , and new consumer surplus as [(nh−h1)+(nh1−h1)]b
2 , since n > 1, (nh− h1) > m

and (nh1 − h1) > 0

In all cases, the total consumer surplus is increased compared to the baseline.
On the other hand, efficiency does not only manifest itself directly in the forms of energy
saving. Institutional changes such as better legislated laws and educational reforms can also
lower the transaction cost of a given society. Furthermore, the government sponsored research
and development on the discovery of new drugs and increased health lifespan also increasing
efficiency by reducing the cost of social maintenance. All of these measures by the government
reduces the In term and indirectly achieves the same effects on final production quantity and
production value of commodities as technology improvements.
The wealth of a nation can be captured in the following diagrams.
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Figure 2.4: Wealth generation diagram before Industrial Revolution

In the first diagram, prior to Industrial Revolution, human labor and institutions are responsible
for resources excavation. Human labor, resources, and institutions policies determines the
products to be produced. All products and resources production correlates inversely with time.
The more efficient production process it becomes, the less time it takes. The product itself may
also go many rounds of iteration to make it better and better over time for final consumption.
Nevertheless, human labor drives all wealth creation and is limited in capacity. The issuance of
money and the management of finance correspondingly is cautionary since overall productivity
remains relatively stable. Institution may attempt to increase human labor by empire expansion
or encouraging higher birth, but not always effective, thus, their relationship is shown as dashed
line.
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Figure 2.5: Wealth generation diagram after Industrial Revolution

After the Industrial Revolution, we added energy in the form of coal, oil, and gas as a new
variable into our diagram, and the issuance of money can be decoupled from the gold/silver
standard since money now can be pegged to energy, and human labor is replaced with tech-
nology driven human labor. This time, not only products gets refined iteratively for the final
consumption, but it also helps to create newer machines and automation devices which further
strengthen the human labor productivity. Hence, inflationary monetary policy become justified
and desirable. As a result, a positive reinforcement loop is formed in which the productivity and
automation improves over time and corresponding wealth of the nation, and the total quantity
of money in circulation grows. Technology has some influence on the amount of energy created
since more sophisticated technology such as off-shoring drilling and horizontal drilling helps to
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excavate difficult, hardly accessible resources. Nevertheless, technology does not create energy
directly, it simply helps to make existing energy preserved in earth easier to be obtained, so
there is still an impending doom of energy crisis and financial collapse.
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Figure 2.6: Wealth generation diagram after nuclear fusion

After the holy grail of nuclear fusion is achieved, a second loop is formed between tech driven
human labor, energy, and finished products/technology. At this stage, technology helps to
create the energy which powers the Industrial Revolution. Since now energy is no longer based
on earth’s limited reserves, Hubbert like peak in resources exhaustion can be avoided, and
credit expansion and continued issuance of money whether based on centralized government or
decentralized cryptocurrency based on a inflationary monetary policy can be justified. At this
stage, credit expansion and abundance of energy will eventually ensure humanity’s expansion
beyond the home planet and colonize the universe.

3 Honeybee

3.1 Approaches in Token Minting

3.1.1 Top down

Based on our previous discussions, one can see that governments around the world in the
20th century, in order to rapidly expand the credit and spur economic development given the
vast reserves of coal, oil, gas that have been determined, they decoupled money issuance with
precious commodities such as gold and silver and favor money issuance coupled with energy. It
is the most economic monetary policy since

1. Energy, as we have seen under the 3rd theorem of wealth, is ultimately the driving force
of wealth creation behind Industrial revolution, almost all sectors of the economy more
or less depend on it, regardless the level of automation achieved in the sector, and those
sectors that are truly based on manual labor remains small. As a result, almost all of
the economy’s production output can be measured by energy expenditure and technology
assisted labor hours. Expansionary monetary policy can then be maintained with low
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inflation or temporary inflation as long as more energy can be excavated in the future to
back up additional issuance.

2. The bookkeeping of energy production as the primary input and means of production for
the entire economy is much more reliable and trustworthy than the bookkeeping on the
final products made within the economy. As a matter of fact, prior to the widespread
adoption of electronic recording and internet, book keeping of final products can be
extremely costly if they can be done at all.

3.1.2 Bottom Up and Proof of Physical Work Labor

With the emergence of the internet, many businesses, particular those that directly serves their
customers such as restaurants and small shops that provides the final end product for con-
sumption have their transactions recorded directly or indirectly through reviews and comments
by customers. Those reviews are publicly accessible by anyone at anytime, and is constantly
being verified by other reviewers and the owners themselves alike. Having publicly available
data record for consensus and moderation is one of the prerequisite for the demonstrated value
under public, permission-less, block-chain-powered infrastructure[6]. This provides opportuni-
ties for money creation to be started from the bottom up. That is, each small business can act
as its own central bank for the creation and issuance of money based on the labor and energy
value added for their part of the service. We distinguish the traditional concept of proof of
work under cryptocurrency with proof of physical work labor . That is, we redefine the
traditional concept of proof of work as proof of computing work, which also reflected in elec-
tricity usage, but it was mainly a digital computation work. A restaurant’s production and sell
of final products that is being recognized and endorsed by their customers is a proof of physical
work labor, that they have used energy, human labor, and means of production to deliver the
need of their clients.

. 1. any physical asset producers

. 2. anyone with a public record

3. anyone having distributed record on chains . .

Figure 3.1: Token minting is possible when the requirements under the smallest of the sets is
achieved

Tying money creation to small businesses opens 5 new possibilities:

1. Minting can now be done from a bottom up approach and is tied to the production of
final consumable physical assets.
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2. The number of small business owners vastly outnumber the number of miners for cryp-
tocurrency, by simply presenting the evidence of proof of physical work labor, small
business owners achieves the same status of traditional miners. As a result, wealth dis-
tribution becomes more evenly spread in the society.

3. Since small business owners achieve the same status of miners and the proof of physical
work labor is achieved when real products were delivered, no extra energy is consumed
to mint additional tokens.

4. Small businesses such as restaurant services and products are generally falls within the
spectrum between massively produced items and limited luxurious items. In one sense,
the market is competitive and there is a sufficient number of competitors that ensures
the labor value ≈ exchange value. On the other hand, each owner produces dishes and
service that distinguishes themselves from others with limited production quantity and
received a producer surplus. As a result, restaurant owners are at least partially justified
for an income subsidy just as we have demonstrated in the 2nd theorem of wealth.

5. Finally, many small businesses suffered tremendously in the last few years due to the
Covid19 pandemic, giving them the right for minting their own tokens gives them the
extra freedom and insurance to maintain their business.

3.1.3 The Intermediaries

Unfortunately, despite a greater coverage of society through a bottom up approach on token
minting, a significant portion of producers that supply intermediary products between initial
energy inputs and final output consumable items can not expect the rights to token minting.
Although increasingly, the record of their production can be faithfully kept, however, very
few external validators can assess the accuracy of the quantity and numbers published. They
may be the primary suppliers for a list of final producers, but they interact with so few of
them and it is much more difficult for the public to reach an agreement on their proof of
physical work labor. This problem is also related to the minting of universal basic income
(UBI) scheme using cryptocurrency. In that case, anyone may or may not need to demonstrate
any proof of physical work labor at all. In fact, some proposed for simply demonstrating a
proof of your humanity for receiving an UBI.[16] We recognize the difficulty for consensus and
the verification of the veracity for the proclaimed proof of physical work labor is a hurdle to
token minting for intermediaries in particular and UBI in general. However, we believe, with
increasing deployment of block chain infrastructure this problem may be addressed. In the
meantime, final consumable goods producers token minting value will be rewarded with those
of the intermediaries labor/production value, and will be higher than their own added labor
value. At this point, we simply trust on the good will of small business owners who will use
their powers wisely for the benefit of all.
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Figure 3.2: A small business takes in many costs and many means of production with produc-
tion/labor value, but they are hidden from the public records, so when token minting occurs,
they are rewarded with bonus value that should be assigned to the intermediaries.

In theory, when each stage of the production process can be faithfully recorded and the veracity
of their production/labor value is verified, then token minting can occur at every stage of the
economic activity, not restricted to the top or the bottom. Under such as scenario, government
still maintain its own token minting (fiat currency) which is pegged to its centralized energy
generation and acquisition. However, its role will be significantly marginalized since its token
value is restricted to the energy transportation and delivery only, they will no longer able to
claim the labor/production value used by energy in product creation process. At that point,
government fiat will just be one among myriad of other token circulating on the market.

3.2 Token Minting Process

3.2.1 Pegging to Reviews

The public records for small business so far are still far from ideal. At the current point in time,
public records of business is mainly manifested through maps and customer reviews sites such as
Google, Apple, and Bing Maps as well as Tripadvisor, Foursquare, Opentable, and Yelp review
services. Since most clients do not post a review for the business, there are limited number
of reviews per each business. Nevertheless, unless fraudulent reviews are purchased from third
party vendors, there is a review to client ratio, so that we have the following inequality:

physical productions ≥ number of clients > number of reviews (3.1)

Despite a limited number of reviews under each business, it is the best evidence for the proof
of physical work labor, the production/labor value of the physical goods, as well as the energy,
computation required. A proof of physical work labor through existing public infrastructure
has 2 disadvantages:

1. Not all public platforms provide details of the business via API, although crawling on
public content is technically feasible, but it also subject to local legal restrictions and
laws.
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2. Despite the benevolence of the these players, all platforms in discussion are centralized
and privately owned, which goes against the ultimate die hard supporter of a fully de-
centralized token minting system.

3. The original platform was not designed for proof of physical work labor of the local
business, so participants has little incentive to post reviews publicly.

Despite these disadvantages, using existing public records still holds several advantages:

1. These platforms are widely recognized and already establish a consensus building and
many have strict rule of enforcement on reviews posting so that the owner of the business
are refrained from presenting a false image of the business themselves, and wrong-doers
are restricted from the posting of defamatory and derogatory comments which can tarnish
the image of the business.

2. No decentralized reviews platform in existence that can rival any of the publicly available
private platforms.

3. By using existing platform and without building a new one, one can focus on the quality
improvement on token minting and ecosystem growth, so that the cost of the token
maintenance is significantly reduced.

3.2.2 List of Players

Within the entire ecosystem, people can acquire tokens through primary and secondary markets.
For the primary markets, all participants receive tokens through the token minting process. We
have defined the following players:
Shop owners Small business owners acquire tokens by demonstrating their proof of physical
work labor and pass their identity verification. The details of the amount token issued and the
issuance process is described in details in the subsequent sections.
Validators for minting For tokens to be minted by the system, if their exchange value exceed
a certain amount, a portion of their funds will minted immediately while the rest to be minted
are voted by a list of staked validators, who may assess the business to receive a higher and
lower final amount than the initial amount being discussed. The details are described in the
subsequent section. The validators must hold existing Honeybee token in order to be eligible to
vote. The voting process is based on quadratic voting so small players have a higher chance of
being selected despite their low stake. Each validator are asked to submit their own assessment.
If one’s assessment falls within 25th and 75th percentile of everyone else assessment, then the
validator gets a fixed number of token minting for their assessment. Those that falls beyond
the 25th and 75th percentile will not get any reward for penalizing those that do not objectively
assess the business. The reward must be fixed in amount since a reward proportional to the
final agreed value will tend to raise the final assessment minting amount by validators.
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Validators for identity verification For tokens to be assigned to a business with high
exchange value, sometimes video validation is required. The validators must hold existing
Honeybee token in order to be eligible to vote. The voting process is based on quadratic
voting so small players have a higher chance of being selected despite their low stake. Each
validator are asked to submit their own vote on the success of validation. They may decline
their decision on verification. Using a vote by majority rule, 2/3 of the outcome determines the
status of verification and gets a fixed amount of minting reward.
Miners for transaction keeping At the turn of every block transaction, the final block
creator from selected from a list of eligible miners. The miners must hold existing Honeybee
token in order to be eligible to vote. The voting process is based on quadratic voting so
small players have a higher chance of being selected despite their low stake. Once the block is
created, each miner gets a fixed amount of token minted. Existing token holders can delegate
their privilege to others who acts on behalf of themselves.
Beyond those players who can obtain token from the primary markets, any outside buyers can
attain a stake holding through secondary market exchange via existing shop owners, validators,
and miners, and hence become a validator or a miner themselves.

3.2.3 Business Identity Verification

In order to claim token for the proof of physical work labor, one needs to go through the
process of business identity verification. First of all, in anticipation of future opportunists
taking opportunity in claiming tokens for fraudulent records, all business must be already in
business for at least 1 year in operation. This 1 year base requirement in based on the earliest
reviews posted for the relevant business, which may happened at the date or at a date later
than the opening date.
In order to maximize the level of verification at the same time minimize the barrier at claiming
the tokens and encourage partcipation, we devised the following system to claim the proportion
of awarded token value when the awarded token value equivalent < $1, 000:
Email verification The system will send an email verification using the listed email on publicly
endorsed site, once the email is received a secret code is posted, and responded within a given
frame of time, then 50% of token value awarded based on proof of physical work labor will be
assigned to the owner of the business.
Text messaging The system will send a text message using the listed phone number on the
publicly endorsed site, once the text message with a secret code is received and responded
within a given frame of time, then 50% of token value awarded based on proof of physical work
labor will be assigned to the owner of the business.
We devised the following system to claim the proportion of awarded token value when the
awarded token value falls between $1, 000 and $50, 000:
Email verification same procedures as the above but with 10% assignment only.
Text messaging same procedures as the above but with 10% assignment only.
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Physical letter (Proof of Physical Address) The system will send a physical mail letter
using the listed address on the publicly endorsed site, once the physical letter is received with
a secret code is received and responded within a given frame of time, then 40% of token value
awarded based on proof of physical work labor will be assigned to the owner of the business.
Operational license (Proof of Operation) The system allows one to upload the business
operational license issued by the local government to verify the legitimacy of the business. Once
it is verified, then 40% of token value awarded based on proof of physical work labor will be
assigned to the owner of the business.
We devised the following system to claim the proportion of awarded token value when the
awarded token value ≥ $50, 000:
Email verification same procedures as above but with 2% assignment only.
Text messaging same procedures as above but with 2% assignment only.
Physical letter (Proof of Physical Address) same procedures as above but with 32%
assignment only.
Operational license (Proof of Operation) same procedures as above but with 32% assign-
ment only.
Video proof Upon receiving the physical letter, the shop owner should hold the received
physical letter and operational license and shot a short video within their store stating that they
are the owner of the store and upload to 3rd party video sharing site, the verification process
completes when human validators with staking on the chain have approved the authentication,
then 32% of the token value awarded based on proof of physical work labor will be assigned to
the owner of the business.
In the beginning of the token circulation when the token is not yet widely known, it is likely
its value at the time issued to any store owners will be well below $1, 000 limit. As a result,
there is a first mover advantage with low entry barrier at the start of the process.

3.2.4 Token Minting Amount/Hybrid Governance

In theory, the amount of token minted should be linearly correlated with the number of reviews
posted for the business. However, some business may gets preferential greater number of reviews
due to its demographics, ethnicity, geographical location, and cultural customs, not to mention
some may have bought additional reviews from 3rd party just to raise its self prestige. As
result, token minting is made to correlate with the number of reviews logarithmically based
on the past year, start back counting at the date of the business assessment. (Once the token
are minted, records are distributed on ledgers so that the business are refrained from taking
on another token minting process until 1 year passage in time.) This approach has several
advantages:

1. It discourages business owners from exploiting the system by luring the customers for
posting more reviews, forming a competition among the business owners for more getting
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more reviews. Business owners should focus their work and service catering to their
customers.

2. It creates a more equitable and fair share of distribution of wealth in the society.

The algorithm will take further consideration on the review rating of the business. In general,
unless a significant proportion of reviews falls below the average rating, the final token amount
to be awarded will not be significantly affected. The number of tokens to be issued based on
reviews sets the first order approximation of the amount of token to be issued to the owner.
Then, the number of tokens to be issued is assessed by its current market exchange value. We
determined the a typical average small business with an average number of reviews can be
awarded $50,000 annually, and all small businesses will be assessed against such criterion. If
the market demand for the token is heated and is way beyond this norm, then the number to
be minted is reduced until the exchange value reflect our expectation on the economic reality
and avoiding hyperinflation caused by excessive minting.
Next, decision making is tiered based on the settled exchange value of the token to be issued.
When token value < $10000, tokens are minted and funds are released upon successful verifi-
cation. When token value lies between $10000 and $50000, between 99% and 50% of the funds
are minted immediately based on its initial value. The final value of rest of the funds to be
minted are voted by a list of staked validators, who may assess the business to receive a higher
and lower final amount than the initial amount being discussed. The validators each exercise
their own judgment and then the final rest minting value to be determined as the mean value
of between 25% and 75% of the values submitted, as a form of Schelling coin[5]. For values to
be minted > $50,000, then more than 50% of the funds to be minted will be voted the staked
validators. This is necessary for 2 primary reasons:

1. To further safeguard from excessive money issuance based on real human judgment.

2. Given the different level of productivity within each country, as we have already stated
under the 2nd theorem of wealth, the wage and income difference between countries are
real. Popular voting helps to differentiate such differences.

Finally, in the absence of significant number validators on the distributed network, the voting
process on the remaining proportion of the fund will be waived and all funds will be minted
according to algorithm first order approximation. Based on this approach, it ensures the op-
eration of the network even with very few starting participants. However, the author like to
point out such measures is used a backup guarantee on the running of the network. In reality,
if token value itself has already been valued highly, it implies an active participation within the
community, and the chance of finding participating staked validators are high.
In conclusion, our token minting process is governed by a hybrid of AI and human system.
We are cautiously to not put our trust in any particular system since AI has difficulty in
finding nuances and minor differences due to cultural and regional differences, lacks flexibility
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in judgment, and prone to hacker attacks especially when it is centralized. On the other hand,
mass voting sometimes are not completely impartial due to their lack of knowledge and crowd
psychology. We hope the hybrid system will outperform both by complementing each other
and avoiding each other’s weakness.

3.3 Potential Problems

The identity of a business is tied to its location. Then a relocation of the business would pose an
issue. At the current time under the first version of the draft, we simply assume that relocation
occurs relatively infrequently and every relocation is treated as a new business under operation.
As a result, the business has to wait for an entire year before it is able to claim its token via
the system. It is therefore, advised business owners who intended to claim for tokens to plan
ahead accordingly prior to their relocation.
Moreover, since the system can accepts public records from several maps and review services,
many shop owners may attempt to claim tokens for the same business under multiple platforms.
This problem can be avoided through similarity matching. Every time a business is submitted
under evaluation, the system will search for existing records of similarity within the past year.
If the business record name, location, types of service, and other information closely matches
with existing record up to a level of confidence, the system will reject the submission. It is
advised though, if a business owns public records on multiple platforms, the owner should
chose the one with highest reviews score and highest number of reviews to maximize its proof
of physical work labor claims.

3.4 Incentive Structure

For our ecosystem, community maintenance and social participation are encouraged and re-
warded. For shop owners who are awarded tokens, they can resell them on the secondary
market. However, just like many other cryptocurrencies, we encourage owners to hold onto
them to maintain a stable currency value over time. Since the mining winner at any time
period is selected based on staking share, token owners who continue to hold onto the currency
over time will get selected for transaction block creation and rewarded simply for holding onto
the token. They can delegate their mining role to the 3rd party and retain their benefits/profits
gained from mining, similar to interest accruement in bank deposit.
Token owners can also be more active and participate in the video identity verification for funds
release to shop owners beyond a threshold value of $50,000, helping to maintain the integrity
of the community. Token owners can also influence the monetary policy by determining the
final token minting amount for each business when such business minted token value exceeds
$10000 in exchange value. In both cases, token owners get additional token rewards for their
contributions.
Furthermore, in order to maintain a more equalitarian voting system, the chance of being
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nominated grows sublinearly as the amount of stake owner holds in the form of quadratic
voting system, so that everyone not just whales have a more equitable chance for being part of
the voting system.

3.5 Pre-Minting vs Late Minting and Double Issuance

The bottom up money issuance mechanism may on the surface form a competition with well
established legacy banking system and government in which the monetary and fiscal policy
are top down. In the conventional system, token issuance is tied to the promise of value that
can be ultimately delivered through the expenditure of created energy budget via nationalized
energy corporations. In our system, token issuance is tied to the verification in retrospect of
the value that already been delivered to end users via public record of proof of physical work
labor. Careful examination reveals that both approaches can complement each other and even
forms cooperative relationship that brings more dynamism into the existing economy. Based on
the existing banking system, money supply can be increased through interest rate alterations.
When interest rates alteration fail to achieve the desirable results in a liquidity trap as when
the liquidity-preference function becomes very inelastic during great depressions and financial
crisis, central bank then performs a series of open market operation of asset acquisition from
commercial banks to further extend credit to the banks almost in a form of negative interest
rates, which is often termed as quantitative easing. Banks may then lend credit further to small
businesses and consumers, however, there is no guarantee that those brick and mortar business
really in need may indeed receive the credit they need, since banks may still be cautious and
hold steadfast on their reserves.
On the other hand, as an alternative to QE, government fiscal policy can reduce the tax rates of
households and individuals, which becomes conceptually equivalent to helicopter money. That
is, according to Friedman who originally proposed it, a helicopter flies over a community and
drops an additional $1,000 in bills from the sky. In this approach, more money is indeed being
put into the hands of all individuals, not just businesses. However, most of such programs are
short lived during an economic crisis and government sometimes increased tax further after
economic recovery. Therefore, many viewed such tax rebates temporary and believed that no
free lunch exists.
Our approach is similar to the aforementioned helicopter money, but it bears more resemblance
to universal basic income scheme (negative tax rates), and is permanently implemented as an
annual budget for all small businesses. However, our approaches are much more modest and
conservative than universal basic income since we are only giving extra money to small busi-
nesses who have demonstrated their ability in operation via their proof of physical work labor
and positive feedback from the community. We believe those entrepreneurs are able to provide
even more jobs and better services if they had more financial freedom and maneuverabil-
ity. Furthermore, our approach, by recording every token minting process on public chain, the
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money creation process becomes at least more accountable and traceable even if not reversible.
One of the criticism of conventional helicopter money approach is that such approach is both
non traceable and irreversible from the central bank’s perspective. Finally, our approach will
act as a form of an insurance policy against the failure of fiscal policy for political, legal or
institutional reasons[18], acting and exerting positive contribution on the economy in parallel
to existing top down approach. In fact, a successful bottom up approach will only likely to
convince central bank governors such as Bernanke and Yellen that another alternative, or a
remedy as the last resort that they had thought for a long time is in fact workable [4, 7].
Lastly, if both systems were successfully implemented in parallel, many were afraid an increased
inflation in the long run. Since for the sector of small business, every product being produced is
counted and backed by at least 2 types of currencies. One is pre-issued by the government in the
form of fiat and is used for daily transactions when the goods are delivered to the consumers.
Another is issued in retrospect after the transaction become finalized and recorded in the form
of cryptocurrency. As I have mentioned in the later sections of the Economic History of Money,
in the short run, an increased credit expansion may lead to inflation, but induced money
creation increases the money multiplier effect and triggers additional investment in automation
and technology efficiency for energy conversion. Entrepreneurs with additional credit is able to
quickly invest their monetary budget on the production of new machines which can take merely
days to assemble and the enter the market and contribute to economic expansion, eventually
bringing down inflation altogether. Finally, the energy crisis which many feared that will
collapse the indefinite credit expansion since late 19th century can be completely avoided with
project PACER approach of nuclear fusion, which is the only fusion power generation that is
able to show a EROEI ≥ 10 [8] to maintain the current complexity of industrial civilization
and beyond, unlike other experimental projects such as ITER and Laser driven projects at
Lawrence Livermore which is forever 50 years away from becoming an economic reality.

3.6 Predictions and Future Milestones

Since we viewed our project as partly practical and partly experimental, then as any experiment
goes, we would like to present some predictions if our project become successful over the long
run. First of all, we predict that with our token system acting as subsidy for small businesses,
the average life expectancy of small businesses will likely to increase around the world. Secondly,
a business will expands to form additional chain stores which were not feasible in the past. We
would expect to see specially more chain stores related to catering services with unique style
and flavor and enriching the life experience of all. Thirdly, there remains the possibility that
the quality of the product remains the same but price is reduced or price remained the same
the quality of the product is increased. Finally, it is a possible for a combination of all these
possibilities.
Beyond the prediction for the performance of small businesses, we will also look into the de-
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ployment of distributed review and rating systems for our token ecosystem. At the start of our
ecosystem, we will rely on public platforms for the proof of physical work labor, but over time,
with greater experience, we would like to deploy our own system, which may not simply depend
on reviews alone, we could also incorporate and integrate each businesses transaction records
into the chains[17]. However, such migration may subject to privacy issues and significant costs.
These issues will be discussed into future editions of white paper.

3.7 Promotional Activities

Just like any other cryptocurrency project these days, promotional activities which help to raise
the reputation and prestige of the token is probably necessary. In relation to such initiative,
we propose 3 endeavors that will help to shape our public image.
Honeybee Awards The Honeybee awards will be made similar to any currently functional
prizes that awards to scientific, experimental, and theoretical work that helps the progress of
science and life improvement. 1 token will be awarded yearly to one particular breakthrough
research. Unlike many others awards, our award will more heavily emphasize recent develop-
ment that has not yet been made mainstream but has huge potential. Every year potential list
of award winners will be chosen based on a expert list of panels and final results will be based
on community voting.
Cryptocurrency Research Given the current status of cryptocurrency, we would like to fur-
ther research into the principles of economics and cryptocurrency and would like to collaborate
with the existing, established researchers in the field. The research is interdisciplinary, in which
all schools of economics such as classical, neoclassical, Keynes, as well as more recent new clas-
sical macroeconomics. Likewise, different types of cryptocurrency concepts and whitepapers
and new research direction such as ADG, parachains will be investigated.
Humanity Progress Research This author has done research regarding the Fermi Paradox
and the feasibility of controlled, practical nuclear fusion within current technological limits.
The implications are profound yet very few truly able to grasp and understand its implications.
Continued with our tradition, we would like to continue to refine our existing theories and
attempt to integrate these theories into the existing ideas of our white paper, establishing
our cryptocurrency project on solid theoretical foundation and aligning toward the long term
interests of the society.

4 Conclusion

In this white paper, we have acknowledged the acceptance of cryptocurrency and proposed
several weakness of that so far have plagued the existing system. Prior to addressing the
problems that we have raised, we attempted to summarize the economic history of money as
well as formulated 3 theorems regarding wealth. Thereafter, we defined the concept of proof of
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physical work labor, which is derived based on our 2nd theorem of wealth, that mass produced
products labor value approximately equals to its exchange value. With a proof of public records
for small businesses, we have argued that token minting is possible with small businesses as
a reward for physical work labor in retrospect from microeconomics perspective and bottom
up approach from macroeconomic perspective. Based on such idea, the number of players
within the primary market for token minting expand significantly beyond professional miners,
reducing the Gini coefficient among token owners. Secondly, by using proof of physical work
labor and proof of stake, the computation requirement for minting is significantly reduced and
saved tremendous amount of energy. Finally, token issuance is now tied to significant portion
of the real world economy and we have argued that such issuance in parallel to the existing
monetary system will not undermine rather stimulate the existing economy.
We have formulated rigorous but flexible policy in identity verification, and monetary supply
that is partially based on the community decision and consensus. We determined to maintain
a low level of inflation in coin issuance and relative price stability through both algorithm
and validators judgments. We do not actively promote our token to substitute any currency
in circulation, rather one can view our currency as a form of income subsidy that can be
readily exchanged with circulating currency. Hence, many existing platform easily satisfy our
requirements with a relatively low and stable throughput in exchanges.
Finally, we have named our token as Honeybee to draw a parallel between one of nature’s most
socially structured, consensus-based decision making, and hardworking species honey bee and
humanity, and to express our sincere wish that our system can benefit every small business
involved, especially after this pandemic crisis which devastated many small businesses around
the world. We would like to borrow some of honeybee’s magical power for transforming nature’s
ingredients into valuable honey and bring good luck into the real world.
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